The converting process from traditional production systems (e.g., Job Shops) 
Introduction
Due to an increasingly competitive global market, the need for shorter product life cycles and time to market, and diverse customers, changes in manufacturing systems have been tried to improve the flexibility and productivity of manufacturing systems. There are three different types of manufacturing systems: flow shop (mass production) system, batch production system, and job shop manufacturing system. The job shop manufacturing system is characterized by high flexibility and low production volume and uses general-purpose machines. The flow shop manufacturing system has less flexibility due to dedicated machine tools but more production volume is valuable. Due to the limitations of job shop and flow shop systems to accommodate fluctuations in product demand and production volume, manufacturing systems are often required to be reconfigured to respond to changes in product design, introduction of a new product, and change in product demand and volume. As a result, cellular manufacturing systems (CMS) have emerged as promising alternative manufacturing systems to deal with these issues especially for next period as a competence for the global manufacturing as one solution to solve this crisis in industrial enterprises [1] .
CMS design is an important manufacturing concept involving the application of group technology and it can be used to divide a manufacturing facility into several groups of manufacturing cells. This approach means that similar parts are grouped into part families and associated machines into machine cells, and that one or more part families can be processed within a single machine cell. The creation of manufacturing cells allows the decomposition of a large job shop manufacturing system into a set of smaller and more manageable subsystems. There are several reasons for converting traditional manufacturing system (e.g., Job Shop systems) into cellular systems. These reasons include reduced work-inprocess (WIP) inventories, reduced lead times, reduced lot sizes, reduced inter-process handling costs, better overall control of operations, improved efficiency and flexibility, utilized space, reduced operation costs, improved product design and quality, and reduced setup times. General descriptions of group technology and cellular manufacturing systems, cell formation techniques, and an extensive review of the various aspects adopted for cellular manufacturing systems are discussed carefully in the literature review [2] .
Always, a new product is requested and demanded at low price with high quality and highly customized (mass customization). For surviving in the globalization, a new configuration of the manufacturing systems lead to launch new products to market replacing old ones competing in low prices and high quality. So, the reconfiguration from Job shop system to cellular systems has become an issue of core competence. Reconfigurable Job Shop manufacturing systems must take into account the mass customization requirements which they can cope with unpredictable environment changes to adapt with productivity and flexibility issues to change their configuration and physical layout. Resources (e.g., machines, material handling equipments, etc.) should be adjusted and composed in a changeable structure. These resources should be modular machines such as: CNC machines and/or reconfigurable machine tools [3] .
Usually, the Job shop manufacturing systems cannot be completely divided into focused cells. Reasonably, a portion of the Job shop facility remains as a large especially in mid-sized and large-sized systems. Functional job shop system that has been termed the "functional or reminder cell" and the cellularization may be less than 100% [4, 5] and around 60% [6] . The entire manufacturing system cannot be completely converted into cellular cells and typically around 40% -50% of total production system can be transferred [7] . Hybrid organizations for next period which consist of functional departments and manufacturing cells were recommended [8] . The main objectives of reconfiguring existing Job shop manufacturing systems into cellular systems are system performance measures (productivity and flexibility) to satisfy market demand and management goals.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the research mainly related to conversion from job shop manufacturing systems to cellular systems and manufacturing cells formation. The globalization issues will be discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed conversion. A complete industrial case study will be explained with the results and discussion in Section 5. The conclusions and recommendations for further work are given in Section 6.
Literature Review
There are significant amounts of literature review dedicated to the design of cellular manufacturing systems (CMS) over the last four decades since 1973. Conversion from an existing job shop manufacturing system to a cellular manufacturing system was presented through modeling and economic analysis by SIMAN software simulation package [9] . The production flow analysis was used to convert job shops to manufacturing cells [10] . Benefits and limitations due to conversion from a functional layout to a cellular layout were presented [11] . A bi-criterion technique based on the flexibility and efficiency in converting functional manufacturing systems into cellular manufacturing systems was presented [12] . Redesigning functional production systems into cellular systems was mentioned through similarity order clustering between machines [13] . Improving productivity through converting job shops manufacturing systems to cellular systems using optimal layout configuration [14] . The reconfiguration costs and times were approximately estimated. A lot of cell formation techniques were recommended to convert job shops manufacturing system to cell systems [15] .
A pragmatic approach was proposed to grouping machines and parts in CMS to achieve cell independence as a goal function [16] . A simulated annealing was presented to minimize cell load imbalance and extra capacity required [17] while the simulating annealing was used to increase the productivity in CMS [18] . A clustering approach based on similarity coefficient which includes production sequence and product volumes to form a manufacturing cell [19, 20] . Branching rules to group machines into machine cells and parts into part families was used [21] . A heuristic approach for cell formation was suggested to generate manufacturing cells [22] . Mathematical programming techniques were used to form cell formation incorporating machine capacity, alternative routing and identical machines to achieve cell independence [23, 24] . A heuristic cell formation incorporating alternative routing, operation sequence, processing times, production volume, and machine capacity was presented [25] . New similarity coefficients were proposed to group parts into independent flow-line families considering machine capabilities and operations sequences [26] . A mathematical programming technique was presented to form manufacturing cells by considering alternative routing and identical machines [27] . A integer programming to minimize intercellular movements and machine costs considering multiple time periods was developed [28, 29] . A flexible cell formation approach was presented by considering routing and demand flexibility [30] . Operations sequence to minimize cost of materials flow and capital investment for designing CMS was used [31] .
Average linkage clustering algorithm for grouping parts (products) into part (product) families was used [32, 33] . They considered effectiveness of a Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS) depends on the formation of best set of product families. The reconfiguration issues in manufacturing systems were introduced mainly on reconfiguring existing cellular system to another cells taking into consideration system utilization and throughput [34] . A reconfiguration link was suggested to interface between market requirements and manufacturing facilities to group products into families and select the appropriate family at each configuration stage [35] . A routing flexibility was used as a contingency process routings in formation of manufacturing cells versus additional costs of duplicate machines [36, 37] . Axiomatic design (AD) and experimental design (ED) are used as a framework to complete cellular manufacturing system design [38] to generate several feasible and potentially profitable designs. A new methodology was presented to optimize resource through balancing the workload in designing cellular manufacturing systems as a solution for flow shop environments [39] . The design of CMS based on tooling requirements of the parts and tooling available on the machines was proposed and presented [40] . A traditional clustering formula to evaluate the effectiveness of cell formation as a performance measure was used [41] . Machine reliability through alternate routing process versus transporting, operating, and underutilized costs is suggested in design of CMS [42, 43] . Although there are a myriad of optimal cell formation techniques proposed to cell design, they none seem to address the most of relevant globalization issues or on the other words, most of the research works done in this field has been focused on clustering or forming rather than converting from existing job shop manufacturing systems.
In this paper, a comprehensive converting approach from functional and/or process layout to cellular layout will be introduced incorporating the most important globalization issues regarding manufacturing systems design. Also, practical performance measuring will be evaluated.
Globalization Issues
Several relevant globalization issues should be taken into consideration when designing global manufacturing systems and/or as a requirement of converting functional cells into focused cells. These issues are discussed as follows:
Responsiveness
Responsiveness is the time required by a machine to perform an operation on a part type. Sometimes, responsiveness is considered as a manufacturing lead time. Normally, set up time and processing times are included in manufacturing lead time. The processing time should be provided for every part (product) on corresponding machines in the operation sequence. Processing time is important because it is used to determine resource (machine) capacity requirements [2] . Hence, ignoring the processing times may violate the capacity constraints and thus lead to an infeasible solution [44] .
Reconfigurable Machines
Manufacturing systems use reconfigurable machines representing in components and architecture which can offer a much greater range of options to manufacturers. Reconfigurable machines are considered into two main issues: machine capacity and machine capability.
Machine Capacity
Machine capacity is the amount of time a machine of each type is available for production in each period. When dealing with maximum possible demand, we need to consider whether the resource capacity is violated or not. In the design of cellular systems for reconfiguration, available capacities of machines need to be sufficient to satisfy the production demand [2, 43] . Machine capacity is more important and it should be ensured that is more adequate capacity (in machine hours) is available to process all the part families [45] . The importance of machine capacity is being rapidly adjusted to fluctuations in changing product demand.
Machine Capability
Machine capability refers to the functionality of machines to perform varying operations without incurring excessive cost from one operation to another. The machine level is fundamental to a manufacturing system, and machine flexibility is a prerequisite for most other flexibilities as mentioned by [1, 30, 45] .
Innovation
Introducing a new product or product design and development (modification) represents a new concept when the CMS should be designed. Although they carry overlapping definitions to design CMS, incorporating one of them will develop concepts of CMS from traditional ideologues to advanced ideologues (agile systems) [46, 47] . To achieve these new concepts, reconfiguring traditional job shop systems into cellular systems with customized flexibilities is highly desired. As the reconfiguration manufacturing systems is one of most important strategies in achieving agility in the manufacturing systems, reconfiguring or reorganizing not only the traditional job shop systems but also the cellular system [43] . Introducing a new product or changing in existing product design (product development) will base on the machine flexibility and machine reliability.
Mass Customization
Demand is the quantity of each product in the product mix to be produced in each period. The product demand of each product is expected to vary across the planning horizon. Changing in product demand and the variability in parts demands lead the designers of manufacturing systems to convert the job shop systems to cellular systems. Mass customization does not mean producing one of a kind product but to producing relatively large quantities of varieties of products from the same product family at mass production competitive of economics scale. The goal of mass customization is to increase customer's value of a product by adding a range of product variations that fit specific customer's taste and needs while maintaining low prices [48] . Producing products for mass customization presents a challenge because of substantial changes in product flexibility and product volume (demand).
Manufacturing System Configuration
The configuration of a manufacturing system can facilitate the system's productivity and responsiveness. Facility location and facility layout are the system configuration requirements for global manufacturing. In this paper, facility layout is considered. A designer of manufacturing systems should consider cell configurations and system configurations. Reconfigurable machines intra-cells and/or inter-cell are necessary especially during next period.
Converting Methodology
The proposed methodology for converting Job Shop manufacturing systems to focused cells will be introduced into five phases. The objective of first phase is used to collect data of existing parts (products) and machines from existing Job Shop manufacturing system. The second phase is to group parts into part families according to similarity in processing requirements. Distributing part families to machines will be assigned in third phase according to part(s) specification. Formation of manufacturing cells, including part families with machine cells will be introduced in fourth phase. In fifth phase, formed manufacturing cells will be evaluated and revised.
Phase 1: Collecting the Existing Data from Job Shop Manufacturing Systems
It should analyze carefully existing Job shop manufacturing systems into different perspectives such as existing parts and machines information analysis. For parts (products) information analysis, it should include number of jobs or products (sometimes called lot size), number of machines required for each part (product), processing or manufacturing time from each operation, demand (lot size) of each one. For machines information analysis, it also should include number of machines in a plant, how many manufacturing departments, and how many different types of machines in each department and the specification of each machine. Also, it should exactly know a machine capacity and machine flexibility (capability).
Phase 2: Grouping Parts to Part Families
Parts are assigned to part families according to the similarity in processing requirements between two parts (products). A procedure to group parts into part families will be explained in following steps:
Step 1: Compute the similarity coefficient matrix between all parts according to the following Equation (1) Step 2: Determine the desired number of part families (NPE) by the following equation:
where: n = number of parts in existing Job shop manufacturing systems, = minimum number of parts in a part family. min n
Step 3: Select the largest similarity part p and part (q, … , n) to start grouping the first part family .Check for the minimum part family size (at least one part per family). Decrease the value of similarity index to group the second part family. Also, form a new part family according to the lower similarity. Check to determine if some parts have not been assigned to part families.
Phase 3: Assigning Machines to Machine Cells
Machine cells involve assignment of machines into ma- 
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Copyright © 2011 SciRes. JSSM chine cells based on the new similarity coefficient between two machines. A similarity coefficient between machines will base on processing time of all part type operations, number of operations performed, machine capability (flexibility) and machine capacity (reliability), and demand of each part (product). A procedure to group machines into machine cells will be explained in following steps:
Step 4: Check the machine balancing at any time MB(t) of each machine type capacity
by these machines in job shop s. The MB of machine i at any given time t is based on demand rates and processing times of all parts (products) assigned to machine i. The equation for computing MB for machine i is shown as a following Equation (3) ing system
Step 5 
= maximum number of machines into machine max m cell.
Step 7: Select a highest similarity index between machine i and machine (j, … , m) to start forming the first machine cell. Check the minimum machine cell size constraint (at least two machines per cell). Decrease a value of similarity index to form a new machine cell or add machines to the existing one. Check for a maximum number of machines in a machine cell. If number of machines in this machine cell does not exceed the desired number of machines, then, add to this cell. Otherwise, stop adding to this cell and go back to select another similarity index. If number of machine cells formed exceeds desired number of machine cells , join two machine cells into one machine cell. If all machines have not been assigned to machine cells, assign a functional cell(s). 
Phase 4: Formation of Manufacturing Cells
Step 8: Manufacturing cells are formed by grouping parts into part families and machines to machine cells. The corresponding manufacturing cells based on results obtained from Phase 2 and Phase 3 was formed by distributing part families to associated machine cells.
Phase 5: Performance Evaluation
Step 9: Compute exceptional parts and bottleneck machines.
Productivity Measures
Step 10: Machine i utilization in cell c at time t,   ic MU t , is evaluated as the following Equation (6). Step 11: Cell utilization at time t, , is estimated as the following Equation (7).
Step on is calculated as the following Equation (8) .
here c m = number of machines inside cell c. 12: Cellular system utilization at any given time t,   SU t , is calculated as an average cell utilization and depend number of manufacturing cells in system. s
ufacturing cells at time t.
[45] and it is expressed in the following Equation (9) .
 
where: C(t) = number of man
Flexibility Measures
Step 13: Machine flexibility (MFLX) inside a cell after forming the manufacturing cells will be assessed by the machine processing capability and capacity (reliability). This flexibility will be used to measure capability of a machine 
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the man cts) and it is expressed in the following Equation (11) .
Step 15: Cellular System flexibility After forming ufacturing cells, new product (part) flexibility ( CSFLX ) will be assessed by the flexibility of cells in the system. Cellular system flexibility [45] can be used to test the cellular formation after assigning part families to machine cells for accepting one or more new parts (produ
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Case Study and Implementation
XYZ Co., Inc., a manufacturing company for customer service, is located in Houston, Texas. XYZ Co. produces different types of parts (products) which are used in other manufacturing companies according to customer's requests. These parts are requested by the customers by identifying the quantity of each part (job) accompanied by engineering drawing or prototype of the part. This company has several machine tools, from conventional machines to Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) machines, for general purpose.
The main objective of this case study is to demonstrate the application and usefulness of the proposed manufacturing cells design approach for conversion and/or reconfigure the traditional job shop manufacturing systems to cellular systems. In the XYZ Co., Inc. machines were analyzed to identify the manufacturing cells that were included in the plant by determining the number of them. The number of machines with the identifying number of identical machines will also be identified. The specification of machines regarding machine capacity and capability will also be presented. Information with respect to parts produced in the XYZ Co., Inc., will be selected based on the number of parts (jobs) processed during the same time period. The processing times of these parts on machines with the sequence of operations were taken from the "Work Orde and processing time.
Machines Information Analysis
To analyze the machines in the layout, the number of machines in the plant was divided into five manufacturing departments. Three departments were used conventional machines (Lathe or turning (1) department, Lathe (2) department, and milling machines department). There are other two departments including all the CNC machines. It can be noticed in lathe department (1) There are two different CNC departments. One CNC lathe department includes five different CNC turning centers with a total of 6 machines such as: E-F-CNCL (10)-G-L-L. The other CNC milling department includes four different CNC vertical machining centers with a total of 6 machines such as H-I-CNCVMC (11)-J-K-CNCVMC (12) . Machine specification data regarding the machines' capacities and capabilities will be shown in Table 1 . In this table, there are 12 machines that are used to process the 14 parts (products). These machines are (9), CNCL (10), CNCVMC (11) , and CNCVMC (12) . The existing job shop manufacturing system plant layout is illustrated in Figure 1 . It can be noticed from Figures 1 and 2 that part 6 proceeds through lathe (1) department and CNC lathe department. Part 7 proceeds through three departments: lathe (2), milling, and CNC milling. Also, part 8 needs three departments to be completed: lathe (1), lathe (2), and milling. Finally, part 9 need departments: lathe (1), lathe (2) and milling.
Products (Parts) Information Analysis
To analyze jobs information, the number of parts in a plant was collected based on existing number of parts during the same period. There are 14 parts in processing during this period and 746 parts (products) on a waiting list. Table 2 presents the data of 14 parts on machines by identifying proce parts (products).
Machines-Parts Information Analysis
To analyze machines-parts information, it is recommended to use the machine-part incidence matrix because it is considered an easiest way to represent processing requirements of the 14 parts on 12 used machines types (see Figure 3) . It can be noticed that part 1 needs 57.2 minutes to process o ing machine [(M1 (8)].
Application of the Conversion Methodology
Machine Type Machine Capacit 80  80  80  80  80  80  80  80  80  80  80  80   20  20  20  9  8  20  9  13  13  14  16  30   P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  P7  P8  P9  P10  P11  P12 sign regarding the reconfiguration from job shop manuforming manufacturing cells, and evaluating performance. facturing systems into cellular systems, it should follow the sequence of procedures. This sequence can be represented in the similarity in processing requirements between parts and between machines, clustering machines into machine cells, grouping parts into part families, Figure 3) , and then the manufacturing cells are two (see Table 3 ).
Measuring performance evaluation of manufacturing cell design will depend on the productivity and flexibility issues in different levels (machine, cell, system). The results will be shown in Table 4 . It can be noticed from then results that there are six part families and two machine cells. Also, it can be noticed that there are three part families were assigned to each machine cell. This means that each machine cell can be process more than one part family. This will lead to say that reconfigure Job commodate for production of a variety of products which are grouped into part families, but also it must give a significant response to deal with introducing a new product within each family [45] . It can be noticed that there is no exceptional parts and bottleneck machines in this case. May be this application has a limited number of parts and machines.
To compare the existing job shop manufacturing system and the new manufacturing cells design, the number of machines will be a major criterion. This represents the major contribution re e p Figure 4 . It can be noticed from Figures 3 and 4 that there are a big difference in the number of machines in each plant layout. From this study, it can be noticed that there are reduction or improvement in plant layout, reduced in inter-process handling costing. The number of work-in-progress is also reduced by 80% than the Job shop systems.
Conclusions and Recommendation for Future Work
This paper presented a new concept for converting tr nal Job shop manu systems based on the globalization issues. Globalization issues were proposed in this paper, and they will lead to suggest a new reconfiguration process. The proposed methodology of converting was introduced sequentially beginning grouping parts (products) into part families and assigning machines to those part families. Hence, the manufacturing cells were formed. The proposed methodology of conversion was examined with an industrial case study for its justification. The results show that there are main differences between the existing Job shop manufacturing system and focused cells which are considered the core of the new innovative manufacturing systems which can are used easily to apply lean manufacturing and agile manufacturing/management philosophies.
The main contribution in this paper is how to convert conventional Job shop manufacturing systems to focused cells although most of plants (factories) in the world are still working as the job shop system (functional or process layout). The author intends to extend this research for more applications in real case studies in next period especially under existing depression (global recession) in h elping in reducing capital investment or saving or install machines in other plants.
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